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Description
Frame it, wear it, look awesome.

Stitch a multitude of embroidery designs – all within a cute and tiny mini hoop! Following the simple instructions inside, learn how to 
create over 60 tiny masterpieces in a wide range of styles by original mini embroidery hoop creator Sonia Lyne, founder of Dandelyne™.

Using these little hoops as your canvas learn to stitch it all, from classic embroidered flowers and appliqué animals through to abstract 
stitch 'n' paint shapes and tasselled creatures. Then, proudly frame and decorate your stitched art and turn them into eye-catching 
jewellery pieces, or display them in your home for ultimate hoopy gorgeousness.

Beginner embroiderers and experienced stitchers short on time will love the small size of these hoops, and almost all the designs can be 
made in a weekend. Throughout the book, Sonia gives you tips on colour and stitch variations, as well as alternative hoop shapes you 
could use from her mini hoop packs, inspiring you to make these little designs truly your own! 

Whatever your style, there’s a treasure trove of stunning designs and motifs to stitch and adapt, encouraging you to grow confident in 
building (and feeling proud of) your own artistic juices. So get ready to be motivated, excited and inspired to stitch up a sea of mini 
masterpieces that you'll love to show off and gift to a loved one (or make for yours truly...). 

Key Selling Points
Learn to create over 60 tiny embroidered masterpieces in a wide range of styles, from classic embroidered flowers and appliqué 
animals through to abstract stitch'n'paint shapes and tasselled creatures!
Proudly frame your stitch art and turn it into wearable jewellery, necklaces, brooches and more
Beginner embroiderers and experienced stitchers short on time will love the small size of these hoops, as almost all the designs can be 
made in a weekend
The author is the renowned founder and creator of Dandelyne™, a company known and selling the famous little embroidery hoops 
worldwide.
Dandelyne's Instagram page alone has over 24.3k followers
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About The Author
Sonia Lyne fell in love with embroidery at the age of 7, but it wasn't until 2011 that she took up the needle and hoop once more. After 
a long hiatus, she one day decided to embroider a portrait of her and her family, and at once her old passion was rekindled. 

After stitching numerous portraits for family, friends and latterly dozens of interested clients, Sonia daydreamed about creating teeny 
embroidery hoops so that her – and others' – small-scale masterpieces could be worn. Moving away from a career in the fashion 
industry, she then opened Dandelyne™, a business handmaking and selling tiny hoop kits for budding and experienced stitchers 
everywhere.

Now, Dandelyne™ miniature hoops are famous and are used worldwide by beginner and professional embroiderers alike to make their 
mini creations come true.

Sonia lives in Melbourne, Australia.
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